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Wall-locking of kink modes in a line-tied screw pinch with a rotating walla)
C. Paz-Soldan,b) M. I. Brookhart, C. C. Hegna, and C. B. Forest
Physics Department, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706, USA

(Received 1 December 2011; accepted 11 February 2012; published online 23 March 2012)
The effect of rotating conducting walls on mode-locking is studied in a line-tied, linear screw pinch
experiment and then compared to a torque balance model which has been extended to include
differential wall rotation. Wall rotation is predicted to asymmetrically affect the mode-unlocking
threshold, with fast rotation eliminating the locking bifurcation. Static error fields are observed to
lock the resistive wall mode (RWM) variant of the current driven kink instability by modifying the
electromagnetic torque. Using locked modes, the stabilizing effect of wall rotation on the RWM is
experimentally demonstrated by illustrating a reduction of the RWM growth rate and an extension
C 2012 American Institute of Physics.
of the RWM-stable operation window. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3694521]

I. INTRODUCTION

The resistive wall mode (RWM) is a performancelimiting magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) instability2 which is
commonly excited when current in the reversed-field pinch3
or pressure in the tokamak4,5 exceed critical values.6 The
RWM grows when stabilizing eddy currents in a conducting
wall Ohmically dissipate, allowing flux to penetrate on the
time scale of the wall’s resistive diffusion (sw  l0 rw rw dw ,
where rw ; rw , and dw are the wall conductivity, radius, and
thickness, respectively).
Plasma flow is also important to RWM stability,7 as
MHD modes entrained in a rapidly flowing plasma can rotate
with frequency x  s1
w . These fast modes see the wall as
ideal and cannot become RWMs. In toroidal configurations,
RWMs in slowly rotating plasmas can also be stabilized by kinetic resonances with trapped particle populations.8,9 Furthermore, small deviations from the design axisymmetric
magnetic field (termed “error fields”) can interact with the
RWM, usually by applying an electromagnetic braking torque
to the plasma.10 In certain regimes, the RWM discontinuously
transitions from a rotationally stabilized RWM to a stationary
(x  0) “locked” RWM followed by subsequent fast growth
with c1 / sw .11 For this reason, experimental observations
of RWM onset conditions are often convolutions of RWM
stability criteria and mode-locking thresholds.11 Theoretically,
mode-locking has generally been treated as a competition
between viscous and electromagnetic torques,12–17 with the
resulting equations resembling those of an induction motor.18
Although mode-locking was historically studied in the context
of tearing modes,19 similar equations can be written for the
RWM.10 Theory also suggests20–23 that a system of differentially rotating conducting walls can stabilize the RWM, as the
RWM will always be rotating in the frame of one of the two
walls. Stabilization by rotating walls is of interest due to its
analogy to an infinite set of active coils24 and the application
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to future devices utilizing flowing liquid metals for cooling,
tritium breeding, or the first wall.25
In this work, the effect of physically rotating walls on
the RWM is tested experimentally and interpreted using a
torque balance model that accounts for both field errors and
wall rotation. Plasma rotation yields a kHz-scale rotating
RWM which must be slowed or locked to observe the interaction of the instability with the rotating wall. Braking and
locking are shown to be achieved with static m ¼ 0 and
m ¼ 1 error fields, yielding the first observation of MHD
mode-locking in a linear device. Here, m refers to the azimuthal mode number of the magnetic perturbation. These
effects are interpreted with a commonly used torque balance
model12–14 which is adapted to this experiment. This model
is further extended to treat differential wall rotation using the
thin-wall, long-cylinder approximation. Wall rotation is
found to Doppler shift the mode-locking threshold. However,
a much larger effect is predicted for the mode-unlocking
threshold, and asymmetry in wall rotation direction is also
predicted. The extended model is then used to fit modelocking observations in the presence of a rotating wall.
Locked modes are shown to be successfully stabilized, with
wall rotation found to reduce the RWM growth rate and saturated amplitude, and to extend the RWM-stable operation
window. Initial RWM stabilization results are reported in
Ref. 26, while in the present work, an extended explanation
of the mode-locking observations is given in the context of a
model torque balance expression.
Experiments are performed on the rotating wall machine,1
a 1.2 m long by 16 cm diameter screw pinch (shown in Fig. 1),
in which the RWM is robustly observed.27 A uniform 500 G
axial guide field (Bz ) is applied by four external solenoids, and
azimuthal field is provided by up to 7 kA of plasma current
(Ip ). Plasmas are generated by an array of 7 washer-stabilized
hollow cathode plasma guns28 which, when electrostatically
biased with respect to an external anode, source both plasma
and current. The bias on each gun is feedback controlled,
allowing current profiles to be tailored in both space and time.
The rotating wall itself is a precision-engineered 1 m long by
18 cm diameter stainless steel tube with a 1 mm interior copper
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discussed in Sec. VI. The total torques on the plasma can
thus be evaluated,
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FIG. 1. The rotating wall machine1 experimental geometry. Plasmas are
illustrated as discrete flux-ropes, though measurements indicate that a fully
merged axisymmetric profile is achieved by 1/3rd of the distance to the
anode.

liner yielding sw ¼ 7 ms. The static wall (vacuum vessel) is
also stainless steel with a 0.5 mm exterior copper liner yielding
sw ¼ 4 ms. The relevant non-dimensional parameter describing rotation is the magnetic Reynolds number (Rm  Xw sw ,
where Xw is the wall angular velocity) which sets the ratio of
advection to diffusion of the magnetic field. Experiments here
described are conducted up to Rm ¼ 5, which corresponds to
rotation at 260 km/h (6800 rpm). Unless otherwise noted, discharges presented throughout this paper contain 6.0 kA of Ip ,
with the central gun disengaged to generate a less peaked
current profile. Langmuir probe measurements29 indicate the
plasma is dense (ne  1020 m3) and uniformly cold (Te 
3–4 eV), with ne / Ip , while Te is insensitive to Ip . Measurements of MHD activity are made with a low-profile 8 axial by
10 azimuthal Br edge flux-loop array located in between the
static and rotating walls.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Sec. II derives
and describes the torque balance equation used to model
mode-locking in the experiment. Section III applies this
model to describe experimental observations of mode-locking
by m ¼ 0 and m ¼ 1 static error fields. Mode-locking in the
presence of wall rotation is treated in Sec. IV, while Sec. V
describes locked RWM stabilization by the rotating conducting wall. Discussion of results is presented in Sec. VI.
II. MODE-LOCKING MODEL AND FREE PARAMETERS

In order to model azimuthal RWM rotation in the
experiment, total torques on a rigidly rotating plasma are calculated. Due to the high collisionality of the cold and dense
plasma, the mode is taken to be fully entrained in the plasma
flow such that the mode frequency x is equal to the plasma
rotation frequency. To simplify the analysis, the plasma is
taken to be a rigid-rotor, such that everywhere the plasma
rotates at a single frequency x and Vh ¼ rx. This approximation is equivalent to the large viscosity limit, as will be

 and T
 are the
where q is the density, p is the pressure, and P
viscous and Maxwell stress tensors, respectively. The integral is performed over a volume V enclosed by a cylindrical
surface S of length L and radius ra outside of the plasma but
just inside the first wall. As ra =L  10, the large aspect ratio
approximation allows the end-caps to be neglected due to
their small contribution to S. As S is outside the plasma, the
pressure and viscous stress terms vanish. Using the rigidrotor approximation, the advection term also vanishes. The
_ where Izz is the moment of inerinertial term is equal to Izz x,
tia of the rigidly rotating plasma and can be shown to be
small relative to the remaining electromagnetic term. Using
the divergence theorem and as the end caps are neglected in
S, the remaining term in Eq. (1) can be written as

0 ¼ ra



1 ~~ 1 2 
^
h
BB  B I dS;
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^
and as h?dS,
the second term vanishes. The magnetic field
~ext þ B~ expði/Þ, where B
~0 , B
~ext , B~
~¼ B
~0 þ B
is written as B
are the
Ð t equilibrium, error, and RWM field, respectively, and
~0 is taken to be axisymmetric (m ¼ 0),
/  0 xðt0 Þdt0 þ /0 . B
~
~
while the Bext and B are non-axisymmetric (m ¼ 1). Each
magnetic field source produces a contribution to the torque
balance relation, and these are calculated in Secs. II A–II C.
Summing these contributions results in a torque balance of
the form
0 ¼ Cres þ Cext þ CEM ¼ Ares ðX0  xÞ þ Aext sinð/Þ
 AEM

Ra R2b a2 þ 4ðRa þ Rb ða þ 1ÞÞ
ð4 þ Ra Rb aÞ2 þ 4ðRa þ Rb Þ2

;

(3)

where Cres ; Cext , and CEM are the electromagnetic torques
arising from the restoring torque to a “natural” frequency
X0 , the mode-error field interactions, and the modewall interactions, respectively. Within CEM ; Ra  xsa ; Rb
 ðx  Xw Þsb ; a  ðra2  rb2 Þ=rb2 , and sa ; ra ; sb ; rb are the
wall time and radius of the inner and outer wall, respectively, and Xw is the wall angular velocity. Cext and CEM
can be measured using magnetic flux-loops,30 leaving X0
and Ares as the free parameters in the model. Equation (3) is
quintic in x and will be shown to be multi-valued, with
rotating x  X0 and locked x  0 solutions as well as
bifurcations (mode-locking) between the two occurring at a
critical xlock which can also be measured. The combined
measurements of xlock ; CEM , and Cext are sufficient to
uniquely determine both X0 and Ares ; thus, these parameters
are not fit but rather calculated for a given discharge.
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A. Derivation of two-wall electromagnetic torque

The electromagnetic torque from interactions of the
RWM mode fields with the resistive wall is treated rigorously and can be directly measured experimentally.30,31 The
~ in Eq. (2) will be considered and
non-axisymmetric part of B
subsequently cycle-averaged. Cycle-averaging eliminates
~ and these will be considered sepa~ext B,
cross terms like B
rately in Sec. II B. The integral to be evaluated is thus
CEM

r2 L
¼ a
l0

ð 2p



0



B~h B~r dh;

(4)

0

where h  i denotes a cycle-average. Note that integration in
~0 B.
~0 B
~ext or B
~ To compute
h would drop terms that scale like B
Eq. (4), Laplace’s equation in the long-cylinder approximation is solved, showing that the magnetic field in the vacuum
region between the plasma and the wall must take the form


Br ðr; hÞ ¼ < ðAj  Ak r 2 Þeih ;


Bh ðr; hÞ ¼ < ðiðAj þ Ak r 2 ÞÞeih ;

(5)

where Aj ; Ak are complex coefficients. Computing Eq. (4)
with this field structure yields
CEM

r2 pL h
¼ a = Aj  Ak ra2
l0

Aj þ Ak ra2

As rw =dw  100 for both walls, the thin-wall approximation
is valid for a wide range of x in the experiment. Applying
these conditions at ra and rb , a matrix equation is formed for
the unknown coefficients
2 2
32 3
A0
ra
ra2
1
0
6 2
6
7
7
6 ra ð1 þ iRa Þra2 ð1  iRa Þ
0
76 A1 7
6
76 7
6
76 A 7
1
1
rb2
4 0
54 2 5

i

2 ~3
b
6 ~7
6b7
7
¼6
6 7;
405

rb2

ðiRb  1Þ

1

A3

0
where Ra  Xa sa and Rb  Xb sb . Inverting this matrix yields
~
a unique solution for A0 , which upon substitution of {A0 ; b}
for {Aj ; Ak } in Eq. (6) yields CEM for the differentially rotating two-wall system,
CEM ¼ 4

b~2 pL Ra R2b a2 þ 4ðRa þ Rb ða þ 1ÞÞ
;
ra2 l0 ð4 þ Ra Rb aÞ2 þ 4ðRa þ Rb Þ2

(7)

which was first given in Eq. (3). The coefficient AEM is thus
:

(6)

Note that there can be no torque unless there is both Aj and
Ak , and that at least one of them is complex. The phase shift
between Br and Bh at the wall must thus differ from p=2,
which is accomplished by eddy currents induced in the wall
when x 6¼ 0. Note that for this reason terms arising from
~ext in Eq. (2) yield
~ext B
non-axisymmetric static fields like B
no net torque. To evaluate Eq. (6), the coefficients Aj ; Ak
must be determined from knowledge of the geometry of the
experiment. A matching problem is carried out, where the
fields in regions inside (I), in between (II), and outside (III)
the inner and outer wall are solved. From Eq. (5), these field
structures are


~ 2 Þeih ;
I : Br ðr; hÞ ¼ < ðA0  br


II : Br ðr; hÞ ¼ < ðA1  A2 r2 Þeih ;

identified to be AEM  4

b~2 pL
ra2 l0

and is Oð102 Þ (N m) in the

experiment. Equation (7) is able to capture any combination
of mode, inner wall, and outer wall rotation by suitable
selection of Xa and Xb .
1. Properties of two-wall electromagnetic torque

The general double-wall torque of Eq. (7) can be easily
transformed to a single-wall torque by letting Rb ! 0. In this
limit, Eq. (7) becomes
CEM ¼ 

b~2 pL
ra2 l0

xs
1þ

xs
2

2

;

which is a well known relation derived elsewhere.13,14,30,32
The change in CEM as the gap between walls (a in Eq. (7)) is



III : Br ðr; hÞ ¼ < ðA3 Þr2 eih ;
where the Bh component can be obtained from Eq. (5) for
each region. An are complex coefficients, and a fluctuating
mode source b~ (T m2) is the non-homogeneous part of the
equation. Matching across the thin walls at ra and rb is
accomplished using the well known thin-wall jump conditions obtained by integration of the induction equation across
the wall at rw ,23
þ

w
Br jr¼r
r¼rw ¼ 0;
þ

w
Bh jr¼r
r¼rw ¼ Xw sw Br :

FIG. 2. (a) Wall-induced electromagnetic torque (CEM ) plotted vs. plasma
rotation normalized to the wall time (xsb ) for a variety of inter-wall spacings for equal sw walls (sa ¼ sb ). (b) Modifications to CEM for co- and
counter-rotation for a variety wall speeds (Rm ) utilizing experimental values
for sa ; sb ¼ 2sa ; ra , and rb ¼ 1:2ra . R^m is set by the direction of the natural
frequency (X0 ).
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increased, shown in Fig. 2(a), with sa ¼ sb for simplicity
(experimentally, sb ¼ 2sa ). For wall spacings beyond
rb ¼ 2:0ra , little change is seen in CEM , indicating the weak
coupling limit has been reached. It is found that for the wall
spacing corresponding to the experiment (rb ¼ 1:2ra ), the
single-wall model is a good approximation at low frequencies but becomes inaccurate at higher frequencies. This can
be explained by noting that as xsb  1, only the inner wall
participates as little flux penetrates to the outer wall, so
CEM / ðxsa Þ1 . In general, this is larger than the zero-gap
limit where both walls participate, yielding a larger s and
smaller CEM . Generally, the ith element (with wall time si )
of multi-conductor systems can significantly increase CEM in
a local region around xsi  1, as in with discrete tiles lining
a vacuum vessel.31
The experimentally relevant effect of outer wall rotation
on CEM is explored by setting Xa ¼ x and Xb ¼ x  Xw .
The result is shown in Fig. 2(b), where now Rm  Xw sb .
While rotation of the single-wall model would rigidly
Doppler-shift the curves of Fig. 2(b), differential rotation is
found to both Doppler-shift the curves and asymmetrically al^ w ¼ x)
^ yields a larger peak in
ter their shape. Co-rotation (X
CEM at the Doppler-shifted frequency. Conversely, counter^ w ¼ x)
^ weakens the peak in CEM , until eventurotation (X
ally no non-monotonic behavior is seen. As Rm !
7 1, the
shielding effect becomes dominant and CEM is reduced for all
frequencies, with only the static inner wall participating
weakly. The consequences of differential wall rotation on
mode-locking will be discussed in Sec. II E.
B. Derivation of error field torque

However, this effect is purposely excluded from Eq. (9) as it
is experimentally compensated by applying more current to
the error field coil as wall rotation increases.
C. Estimation of phenomenological restoring torque

In order for the torque balance relation of Eq. (2) to capture the mode-locking phenomenology of the experiment, a
restoring torque to an offset frequency is required. Most simply, this torque takes the linear form of Cres ¼ Ares ðX0  xÞ,
though higher order dependencies on x could also yield
bifurcations. In this section, it is shown that Cres could arise
from electromagnetic torques forcing the plasma to its
“natural” E  B frequency, XEB . Potential gradients, and
thus electric fields and E  B flows (shown in Fig. 3), are
present in the device due to the large axial bias voltages
applied to drive Ip in the relatively cold and resistive plasma.
The calculated E  B flow profile is complex, with strong
flows near the cathode and vanishing flows near the anode
due to the equipotential at the highly conducting anode surface. Radially, the flow profile is well described by the rigidrotor approximation within the core, though this approximation becomes less accurate at the edge. The rigid-rotor
approximation, however, is not able to capture the effects of
the axial shear present in the device. How a global mode frequency x is selected from the sheared rotation profile is also
not fully understood.33 To estimate the restoring torque, the
plasma rotation x is allowed to deviate by dx from XExB ,
such that x  XEB þ dx . Upon insertion of Vh ¼ rx into
the radial resistive Ohm’s law, Er þ Vh Bz ¼ g? Jr (where g?
is the cross-field resistivity and Vz ¼ 0), Er cancels rXEB ,

Derivation of the torque due to the static error field
(Cext ) is similar to that of the mode-wall electromagnetic tor~ext B~ are considered in
que, where now terms that scale like B
Eq. (2). Using similar arguments as Eqs. (4)–(6), the torque
from the static error field is found to be
Cext ¼

2Lra2
l0

ð 2p

~ext;h B~r expði/Þdh;
B

(8)

0

where no cycle-averaging is carried out. Due to the
expði/Þ and expðihÞ dependence, the cross-power is of a
different form and the torque is found to be
Cext ¼ 2

Lp
Bext b~ sin /;
l0

(9)

Ðt
where / ( 0 xðt0 Þdt0 þ /0 ) is the complementary angle
~ Thus, Aext is identified in Eq. (3) as
~ext and B.
between B
and is Oð103 Þ (N m) in the experiment.
Aext  2Bext b~ pL
l
0

A similar term is present in other treatments13,32 though as
no net torque is generated by Cext over a rotation in /, it is
often neglected.
~ext is applied from external conductors, it is also a
As B
~ext such that
function
rotation.
Rotation shields B

 of
 wall
 p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B
~applied =B
~ext  ¼ 1 þ R2m =4, which can be obtained from
solving a matching problem similar to that of Sec. II A.

FIG. 3. (a) Floating potential (Vf ) measured as a function of radius at different axial locations. (b) Calculated E  B rotation profiles (XEB ) from (a).
Measurements are made with a single-tip sweeping Langmuir probe using
shot-to-shot reproducibility. Other probe measurements29 (not shown) indicate negligible radial current and uniform Te , justifying equating gradients
in Vf with Er . Values at small r are skipped to avoid numerical singularities.
Measurements are from plasma that yielded a mode at x  12 kHz, faster
than the x  3 kHz typical of this study.
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z
and it is found that Jr ¼ rB
g? ðx  XEB Þ. Taking only the axisymmetric contribution to Eq. (2),
ð 2p ð rp
ð

~0 dV ¼ L
Cres ¼ ^
z  r  J~0  B
dh r2 Jr Bz dr

V

0

0

p LB2z rp4
¼
ðXEB  xÞ;
2 g?

(10)

where rp ; L are the plasma radius and length, Bz is the (conLB2 r4

stant) guide field, and Br ¼ 0. From Eq. (10), Ares  p2 gz p
?
and X0  XEB are identified. For experimental parameters,
Ares  Oð105 Þ (Nm s/rad), and X0  Oð104 Þ (rad/s). In
Sec. VI, it will be shown that this estimate is within an order
of magnitude of experimental measurements, which is
encouraging considering the rudimentary arguments used to
arrive at Eq. (10). Note that more complete versions of
Ohm’s law could be used with a suitable redefinition of dx
and XEB .
D. Wall-locking: Bifurcations in torque balance

Solutions of Eq. (3) are explored first with Rm ¼ 0 and
Cext ¼ 0 for simplicity, with results similar to earlier treatments despite the inclusion of a second wall.12–14,32 Figs.
4(a)–4(d) illustrates the various regimes of Eq. (3) possible
when scanning X0 while holding AEM and Aext fixed. As will
be discussed in Sec. III, this is the experimentally relevant
treatment. For large X0 , shown in Fig. 4(a), there is only one
root at x  X0 which is dynamically stable and is termed the
fast branch. As X0 is decreased, as in Fig. 4(b), 3 roots are
found—the fast branch, a new stable slow branch, and an
unstable branch. Lowering X0 further the locking bifurcation
point is reached, shown in Fig. 4(c), where the fast and unstable branches merge. Below this critical value of X0 , only the
slow branch remains, as shown in Fig. 4(d). Figure 4(e) summarizes the solutions of Eq. (3). Locking bifurcations thus
occur when X0 is lowered, past the bifurcation point and the
mode transitions discontinuously from x  xlock ! 0 on an
inertial time-scale, which is sub-ms for the experiment.
Another possible bifurcation is mode unlocking, in which raising X0 past the unlocking threshold transitions, the mode
from the slow to fast branch. As expected, hysteresis is
present.
The effect of Cext on the picture of Fig. 4 is only important near the bifurcation point as over a cycle there is no net
torque and the roots of Eq. (3) are not modified. Within each
cycle, X0 effectively oscillates at  x such that X0 ðtÞ ¼ X0
~ 0 sin /, where X
~ 0  Aext =Ares , as shown in Fig. 4(e). Near
þX
the bifurcation, this excursion in X0 can induce a bifurcation
~ 0 , which would be observed as a lock at
at X0 ¼ X0;lock þ X
higher frequency than predicted in the absence of an error
field. In Secs. III and IV, it will be shown that this correction
is necessary to interpret the observed data.
E. Bifurcations with differential rotation

The bifurcations of Eq. (3) are now explored with the
inclusion of differential wall rotation. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the
modification of the roots of Eq. (3) by wall rotation. The fast

FIG. 4. (a)-(d) Net electromagnetic torque (C) as a function of plasma
rotation (x) decomposed into electromagnetic (CEM ) and restoring (Cres )
contributions for various values of natural frequency (X0 ). Other variables
in Eq. (3) are held constant. Arrows in (a)-(d) indicate the direction of net
torque and thus point to the stable solutions. (e) This bifurcation diagram is
made by plotting the torque balance equilibrium points (solutions of
Eq. (3)) while varying X0 , illustrating the locking and unlocking bifurcation points.

branch is largely unaffected by rotation, while the slow branch
is shifted to x  Xw =2. The unstable branch, and thus the
bifurcations, are strongly affected by rotation as summarized
in Fig. 5(b). The locking bifurcation at xlock is monotonically
Doppler shifted by rotation, while the natural frequency
required to lock the mode (X0;lock ) is insensitive to wall rotation. The unlocking bifurcation at xunlock is also Doppler
shifted, though a very dramatic effect on X0;unlock is found.

FIG. 5. (a) Bifurcation diagram illustrating torque balance equilibrium
points (solutions of Eq. (3)) as X0 is varied for various values of
differential wall rotation (Rm ). (b) Dependence of the locking and
unlocking bifurcation frequencies (xlock ; xunlock ) and natural frequencies
(X0;lock ; X0;unlock ) as Rm is varied. Beyond Rm;nobif the bifurcation is lost.
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For co-rotation (Rm > 0), X0;unlock is found to increase, thus
requiring more torque to unlock a locked mode, until at fast
rotation shielding weakens this effect. In contrast, counterrotation (Rm < 0) dramatically decreases X0;unlock until both
bifurcations are completely lost at Rm;nobif . Thus, for fast
counter-rotation, mode-locking is not predicted to occur and a
mode could transition unimpeded from slow to fast rotations.
Wall counter-rotation above Rm;nobif has thus removed the
ability of the mode to lock to any wall.
7  X0 ,
The locking asymmetry in Rm reverses as X0 !
justifying the definition of co- and counter-rotation by X0 .
Were X0 ¼ 0, there would be no asymmetry, though the only
solution to Eq. (3) would be the locked branch at x  Xw =2,
precluding bifurcations. Lastly, as the rotating wall is a realization of a perfect active control system with a single value
of complex gain,24 active control of MHD modes would alter
the torque balance in an equivalent manner. Thus, in addition
to directly reducing the mode amplitude, active control may
also stabilize modes by altering their unlocking bifurcations.
III. STATIC WALL MODE-LOCKING

The model developed in Sec. II will be shown to capture
the effects of both m ¼ 0 and m ¼ 1 error fields with the rotating wall left stationary for simplicity. All static error fields
are applied as a part of the vacuum field configuration well
prior to plasma formation and flux-loop integration and thus
are not directly detected.
A. Slowing of plasma rotation by guide field ripple

The application of axially localized, steady-state m ¼ 0
fields (guide field ripple, B~z ) is found to have a strong effect
on the observed mode frequency x. This is shown in Fig.
6(a), where other plasma parameters are held constant. At
low B~z , the mode is always in the fast branch and X0  x.
As a characteristic fast slow-down followed by modest
increase in x is typical of all discharges in the device, as
shown in Fig. 6(b), X0 ðtÞ will be fit to the following analytic
form
X0 ðtÞ ¼ a1 þ a2 1  exp 

t
a3

þ a4 exp

t
;
a5

FIG. 6. (a) Time-trace of radial magnetic field (Br;m¼1 ) as guide field ripple
(B~z ) is increased. (b) Measurements of mode frequency (x) for the discharges of (a). For Figs. 6–12, X0 ðtÞ is fit (according to Eqs. (3) and (11))
such that xðtÞ matches the data, holding other parameters in Eq. (3) constant. (c) Bifurcation diagram (roots of Eq. (3)) calculated using the data
from the fits of (b). (d)-(e) The calculated alteration of the guide field by the
B~z coil is shown, where panel (d) is for B~z ¼ 5 G while panel (e) is for
B~z ¼ 40 G. The top, bottom outlines in (d) and (e) indicate the position of
the segmented anode and plasma guns, respectively. t ¼ 0 is when the bias
voltage to drive Ip is applied.

x and continually slowing time-dependence indicate it
neared the locking threshold. Figures 6(d) and 6(e) illustrates
the modification of the vacuum fieldlines by B~z . While the
ripple coils are axially localized, they have a global effect on
the mode frequency. It is speculated that B~z is hollowing the
Jz ðrÞ profile, whose radial gradient is thought to set Er and
thus X0 , as discussed in Sec. II C.

(11)

where an are positive definite coefficients. Specifically,
an  ½1; 2; 2:5; 2:01; 2:5 [kHz, kHz, ms, kHz, ms], respectively, is found to well match the data for the discharges of
this study. As X0 ðtÞ is an input to the model, its selfconsistent evolution is beyond the scope of this paper. Measurements of Aext and AEM (not shown) are found to be
remarkably constant in time for these discharges, indicating
~ is constant and stabithat the rotating RWM amplitude (B)
lized by plasma rotation. As the flux-loops are located outside the static wall, all amplitude variations in Fig. 6(a) are
due to the shielding effect of the wall on the measurement of
~ The interpretation of field ripple in terms of the bifurcaB.
tion picture of Sec. II D is shown in Fig. 6(c) for constant
Ares and measured Aext ; AEM . Increasing B~z causes X0 to
plunge further towards the bifurcation point as a function of
time. While the largest ripple case did not lock, the very low

B. Mode-locking by vertical error fields

Increasing the static, vertical (m ¼ 1, kz ¼ 0) error field
~ext ) is found to lock the RWM at progressively higher
( B
frequencies, giving rise to three distinct regimes as shown in
~ext , the RWM does not lock for the duFig. 7. First, at low B
ration of the discharge and is termed as a rotating RWM. At
~ext , the RWM initially rotates and locks during
intermediate B
the discharge. As indicated in Fig. 7(b), for the Bext ¼ 2 (3)
G case, the mode frequency abruptly jumps to zero at t  2
~ext , no
(5) ms. This is termed as a locked RWM. For large B
oscillations are seen and the mode is termed born-locked.
~ext is applied prior to plasma formation and fluxLike B~z ; B
loop integration and, thus, is not directly measured. How~ext forces the resulting equilibrium to be centered offever, B
axis, thus causing an m ¼ 1 component to the equilibrium
~eq can thus be thought of as
~eq ) that is detected. B
field ( B
~ext .
the plasma response and is a proxy for B
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FIG. 8. (a) Radial magnetic field (Br;m¼1 ) time-traces for two sequential discharges. (b) Mode rotation (x) and fits to Eqs. (3) and (11) for the discharges
in (a). (c) Bifurcation diagram (solutions of Eq. (3)) using fits from (b).

FIG. 7. (a) Time-traces of radial magnetic field (Br;m¼1 ) as m ¼ 1 error field
(Bext ) is increased, yielding mode locking. (b) Mode rotation (x) and resultant fits to the model of Eqs. (3) and (11). (c) Bifurcation diagrams (solutions
of Eq. (3)) using the fit parameters of (b). (d) Expected locking frequencies
(xlock ) as Bext is increased and comparison to the data. Arrows in (d) indicate
that no locking bifurcation was observed, thus xlock must be in the direction
shown.

~ext both increases B
~eq and modifies xlock , as
Increasing B
shown in Fig. 7(b). Using the model of Eq. (3) with measurements of the xlock ; Aext , and AEM as inputs, curves of the form
of Fig. 7(c) are generated. X0 decreases throughout the discharge until the modified locking condition X0 ¼ X0;lock
þAext =Ares is reached (as discussed in Sec. II D). An intermediate amount of B~z is also applied to bring X0 closer to the
~ext is
locking threshold, as suggested by Fig. 6. At fast x; B
observed to have no effect whatsoever on the xðtÞ trace, con~ext does not modify the torque balance when
firming that B
integrated over a cycle. The model of Sec. II predicts a
~ext if all other
roughly linear increase in xlock with increasing B
parameters are held constant. However, as shown in Fig. 7(d),
the observed increase in xlock is larger than the prediction.
~ext is increased yields better agreeAllowing Ares to vary as B
~
ment, indicating that Bext may be altering the torque balance
beyond simply modifying the static error field torque. Nonetheless, the model of Eq. (3) captures the trend in xlock and
captures the discontinuous nature of the locking transition.
The fact that locking occurs at the same phase (/) also reinforces the idea that Cext is responsible for locking.

would be expected of the behavior of Eq. (3) near the locking
threshold. Holding X0 ðtÞ; AEM ; Aext constant and allowing
Ares to vary by 8% is sufficient to differentiate between a discharge that is predicted to lock and one that is not, further reinforced by the small difference in the solutions to Eq. (3)
shown in Fig. 8(c). Variations of Ares at this level are thus
thought to define the level of repeatability attainable in the
experiment.
2. Non-uniform rotation

As discussed in Sec. II D, the effect of Cext is to oscillate
the effective
Ð t X0 such that X0 ðtÞ ¼ X0 þ Aext =Ares sin /. Letting /  0 xðtÞdt  hxit shows that this should in principle
result in an oscillation of x at  hxi as well, such that
~ sinhxit, where x
~ depends on the nature of
xðtÞ  hxi þ x
the other torques in the system. At low x, the deviation from
hxi throughout a cycle can be observed in the experiment.
Figure 9 illustrates a sample discharge where a long oscillation prior to locking is observed. Removing the approximate
error field by a linear fit isolates the oscillation. It is clear
that the oscillation is inconsistent with a single, constant

C. Near-threshold effects
1. Sensitivity to input conditions

The sensitivity of the locking bifurcation to input conditions is shown in Fig. 8, which compares two successive discharges where no change was made to the experimental
control parameters. Very different outcomes were obtained
as the first discharge locked while the second did not, as

FIG. 9. (a) Radial magnetic field (Br;m¼1 ) for a discharge where locking
occurred (at t  7 ms) after a longer final oscillation. (b) Enlargement of
this final oscillation with fits to a single frequency model (sinðxtÞ) and one
~ sinhxit.
in which xðtÞ ¼ hxi þ x
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~ into the form of xðtÞ yields much better
hxi. Introducing x
agreement, with a curve characteristic of nested sinusoids
~ ¼ 0:7hxi, which supobserved. The best fit is found for x
ports the significant role of Cext in the observed modelocking. The exact form of the curve also depends sensitively
on the initial conditions (x0 and /0 ), with different shapes
seen in different discharges.
3. Hysteresis in mode-unlocking

The model of Sec. II also predicts a second bifurcation
when a locked mode’s natural frequency (X0 ) exceeds a critical value, thus allowing the mode to discontinuously unlock.
The discharge shown in Fig. 10 exhibits mode-locking
occurring at t  5 ms followed by mode-unlocking at t  10
ms. The frequency immediately after the mode-unlocking is
clearly larger than that immediately before the lock, thus
illustrating hysteresis. Figure 10(c) illustrates the discharge
evolution in terms of the bifurcation diagram of Sec. II D,
showing both the locking and unlocking transitions. For simplicity, this is done assuming constant Ares ; Aext , and AEM
before and after locking, which may account for the discrepancy in the predicted frequency after mode-unlocking. It
should be noted that mode-unlocking is a rare phenomenon
in the experiment, with locked modes almost always remaining locked throughout the discharge. This is thought to be
because X0 does not normally reach a sufficiently large value
at the end of the discharge.
IV. MODE-LOCKING WITH DIFFERENTIAL WALL
ROTATION

Mode-locking in discharges with differential wall rotation is compared to the predictions of Sec. II E, with wall
rotation found to affect mode-locking asymmetrically. As
shown in Fig. 5, mode-locking is expected to occur at higher
frequency for co-rotation (Rm > 0) and lower frequency for
counter-rotation (Rm < 0). For all discharges in this section,
~ext is held approximately constant by applying more error
B
field current as Rm is increased to overcome the shielding by
the rotating wall.

FIG. 10. (a) Time-trace of radial magnetic field (Br;m¼1 ) for a discharge
illustrating mode-unlocking. (b) Mode rotation (x) and fits to Eqs. (3) and
(11) for the same discharge. (c) Bifurcation diagram (solutions of Eq. (3))
using fits from (b), illustrating mode-locking and mode-unlocking bifurcations at constant Ares ; Aext , and AEM .
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The co-rotation case is shown in Fig. 11, with locking
observed at higher x as wall rotation is increased. Figure
11(c) illustrates the solutions to Eq. (3) with increasing wall
rotation. To better match the data, Ares has been allowed to
vary, though X0 ðtÞ has been held nearly constant. As shown
in Fig. 11(d), the observed increases in xlock are greater than
that expected by the constant Ares model, indicating that wall
rotation may be affecting other parameters in the simple
model of Eq. (3), though the data is contained within a narrow band of Ares .
Inhibited locking by counter-rotation is shown in Fig.
12. For only these discharges, Ip has been lowered from 6.0
to 5.3 kA in order to alter xlock and lock at Rm ¼ 0 with low
~ext . Note the modification of xlock as plasma parameters are
B
varied is beyond the scope of this study. While at early time,
X0 ðtÞ is constant between discharges, the Rm ¼ 0 case slows
and locks while the Rm < 0 cases continue unlocked
throughout the discharge. Figure 12(c) shows the modifications to the solutions of Eq. (3) for experimental parameters,
and Fig. 12(d) summarizes the results by noting the change
in xlock as Rm is varied.
V. STABILIZATION OF LOCKED MODES BY WALL
ROTATION

Attention is now turned to the interaction of locked
modes with the rotating conducting wall. Locked modes
must be used as x  OðXw Þ is necessary for wall rotation to
significantly affect the RWM, whereas for rotating RWMs,
x  Xw . Unlike Secs. I–IV, comparisons here will be made
to an analytic model for RWM stability in a screw pinch surrounded by thin walls, described in Ref. 23. This ideal MHD

FIG. 11. (a) Radial magnetic field (Br;m¼1 ) traces illustrating mode-locking
at higher frequency due to wall co-rotation (Rm > 0). (b) Mode rotation (x)
traces and corresponding fits to Eqs. (3) and (11). (c) Bifurcation diagram
(solutions of Eq. (3)) for fit parameters from (b). (d) Comparison of theoretical and experimental locking bifurcation frequency (xlock ) as Rm is varied
for a range of values of Ares .
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A. Growth rate reduction and locked-mode rotation

FIG. 12. (a) Radial magnetic field (Br;m¼1 ) traces illustrating mode-locking
at lower frequency due to wall counter-rotation (Rm < 0). (b) Mode rotation
(x) traces and corresponding fits to Eqs. (3) and (11). (c) Bifurcation diagram (solutions of Eq. (3)) for fit parameters from (b). (d) Comparison of
theoretical and experimental locking bifurcation frequency (xlock ) as Rm is
varied for a range of Ares . As a lock is only observed for Rm ¼ 0, only the
upper bound of xlock is known.

model takes the plasma to be force-free, with zero flow and
with a top-hat current profile. Stability is calculated by solving the eigenvalue problem for a given plasma radius (rp )
and current (Ip ). Here, the parameter of interest to RWM stability is the safety factor q(r),
qðrÞ ¼

4p2 r2 Bz
;
l0 Ip ðrÞL

(12)

where L is the device length. As the model current profile is
top-hat like, a well-defined rp exists and stability is uniquely
determined by q ðrp Þ. q(r) is constant for r < rp , thus the
effect of magnetic shear is not included. With no rotation,
instability to the RWM is found at qðrp Þ < 1, matching the
Kruskal-Shafranov limit.34,35 When wall rotation is introduced, the plasma can be stable at qðrp Þ < 1 and a prediction
for the required critical rotation is given, using the notation
of this paper,
R2m;crit

~ext ) and m ¼ 1 equilibrium
Holding the error field (B
~eq ) constant in a regime where the RWM
plasma response (B
locks during the discharge lifetime allows the stabilizing
effect of the wall to be clearly demonstrated, as shown in Fig.
13. Though mode-locking is a non-linear phenomenon and,
thus, the predictions of Ref. 23 are strictly speaking invalid, it
is found that increasing jRm j both reduces the growth rate of
~mode from the B
~eq baseline and imparts rotation (x) to the
B
locked mode. Qualitatively, these results are in agreement.
~eq in Fig. 13 are experimentally
The displayed traces of B
obtained by minimizing B~z such that the mode rotates very
~ext ) as suggested by Fig.
quickly (kHz scale, irrespective of B
~mode is thus shielded from the flux-loop array by the con6. B
~eq is measured. This technique is
ducting walls and only B
imperfect, as can be noted from both the slight deviation of
~mode þ B
~eq from 0 to 4 ms, as well as
~eq from the mean of B
B
~eq from Rm ¼ 0 to Rm ¼ 5. The
the difference between B
~eq itself can thus also be slightly influenced by
evolution of B
wall rotation, a topic which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Hodograms clearly illustrate the discontinuous behavior
at the locking bifurcation, which occurs just after the final
circular motion in Fig. 13(c). Progressively larger locked
mode real frequencies (x) are also observed. This value is
found to be consistent with the prediction of x  Xw =2.23 It
is also clear that the Rm ¼ 0 locked mode is not exactly at
x ¼ 0, but that a very small residual rotation is present,
which can give rise to a Doppler shift in the resultant locked
mode rotation when jRm j > 0.26
B. Extension of stability window to higher current

Experiments utilizing born-locked modes allow the
demonstration that jRm j > 0 operation increases the window
of RWM-stable operation, as shown in Fig. 14. Discharges
~ext , such that RWM onset
are carried out at constant Bz and B
is found as Ip is increased [q(r) decreased]. Shot-to-shot
reproducibility is used to scan Ip as each data point in Fig. 14
is a separate discharge. Born-locked modes (largest amplitude traces of Fig. 7) are used to avoid confusion between
locking thresholds and RWM onset conditions.11 This is



4aa ð1  qÞ
sb q  1 þ ab 2
1þ
¼
;
sa q  1 þ aa
ðaa  ab Þðq  1 þ ab Þ
(13)

where aa  ðrp =ra Þ2 ; ab  ðrp =rb Þ2 , and q  qðrp Þ. Coupling
to the rotating wall, and thus stabilization, is found to be more
effective as rp approaches ra . Experimentally, a three-part
radially segmented anode provides a coarse measurement of
q(r) at r ¼ 2, 5, 8 cm as the current within the outer diameter
of each anode ring (Ip ðrÞ) is known.

FIG. 13. Time-traces of (a) amplitude (Br;m¼1 ), (b) phase (d), and (c) hodogram (Bx vs By ) of the radial magnetic field as wall rotation (Rm ) is
~eq ) constant. Dotted lines in
~ext and B
increased, while holding error fields (B
(b) indicate the rate of wall rotation.
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~eq at a critical Ip which is
FIG. 14. (a) Br;m¼1 amplitude diverges from B
~mode þ B
~eq also vary as Ip increases.
raised as Rm increases. (b) Phases of B
~mode amplitude as a function of q as measured by the anode ring at
(c) B
r ¼ 5 cm. (d) Comparison of the experimental data and theoretical predictions of the critical q (qcrit ) for instability. The squares in (d) have been offset such that qcrit ¼ 1 for Rm ¼ 0. Reprinted with permission from PazC 2011,
Soldan et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 245001 (2011). Copyright V
American Physical Society.

especially important given that wall rotation also alters the
locking threshold, as discussed in Sec. IV.
~eq
~mode þ B
Onset is determined by noting where B
~eq baseline as Ip is raised, as shown in
diverges from the B
~ext is not directly measured and
Figs. 14(a) and 14(b). As B
~eq arises from plasma equilibrium currents, Beq is linear in
B
~eq is carried out to isolate
Ip . A subtraction of a linear fit to B
~mode . Figure 14(c) illustrates B
~mode amthe RWM signature, B
plitude, with higher jRm j operation yielding mode onset at
lower q(r) as measured by the 5 cm radius anode ring. The
resultant critical q for RWM onset (qcrit ) as jRm j is increased
is shown in Fig. 14(d) and compared to the theoretical prediction. Specifically, the experimental qcrit is taken from the
zero-crossing of the fits in Fig. 14(c) with errors derived
from the confidence intervals of this fit. Theoretical curves
are directly calculated from Eq. (13) taking rp ¼ 6.5, 7.5 cm
(upper, lower curve). Defining a single rp for the experimental plasma is ambiguous and thus a source of uncertainty.
Also note the model q profile is constant for r < rp . The experimental qcrit is larger than the theoretical prediction for all
Rm , as will be discussed in Sec. VI. Offsetting the experimental data such that qcrit ¼ 1 when Rm ¼ 0, the change in
qcrit as jRm j increases ( Dqcrit ) is found to be in agreement
with theory. Similar agreement is found if the data is scaled
rather than offset. It is also found that the stabilizing effect is
modest until high Rm is achieved, consistent with the quadratic scaling of Eq. (13).
VI. DISCUSSION

Regarding RWM stabilization, this experiment has
shown qualitative agreement with the theory of Ref. 23. Wall
rotation has been shown to increase the RWM stability window, decrease the mode growth rate, and impart rotation to
the locked RWM. Nonetheless, discrepancies remain. Exponential growth is not observed, likely due to the inherent non-
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linearities present in mode-locking phenomena and the presence of locked mode rotation. Further, although Dqcrit is found
to be in agreement, qcrit is measured to be larger in experiment
[q(5 cm) ¼ 1:360:1] than in theory [qðrp Þ ¼ 1:0]. This disagreement is most likely explained by non-ideal MHD effects
neglected in the model used to derive Eq. (13). For example,
the flow profile of the locked modes has not been measured
and may alter the resultant stability. Resistivity,36 pressure,37
magnetic shear,38 and flow39 have been included separately in
other theoretical treatments of the kink mode, though these
studies did not include a rotating conducting wall. The coarseness of the q(r) measurement also introduces uncertainty, as
would any axial variation in the current profile.
Several points are raised by the functional equivalence of
Eq. (3) to the established torque balance models.10,12–15 These
models are fundamentally layer theories, with ideal MHD violated either at a rational surface or in a thin inertial layer.
Some form of dissipation, or violation of ideal MHD, is necessary for the electromagnetic torque to exist,13 as in ideal
 ¼ rP which vanishes over surface integration.
MHD r  T
In this model, the two main sources of dissipation are resistivity g and viscosity. Resistivity in the wall is explicitly used in
the calculation of CEM in Eq. (7), while resistivity in the
plasma is invoked to approximate Cres in Eq. (10). Though
viscosity does not explicitly appear in this study, the use of
the rigid-rotor approximation implies it is the dominant term
in setting the rotation profile. Figure 3 supports this in the
core of the device, though at the edge this is less clear. It is
thus not surprising that electromagnetic body torques are present in the experiment despite their absence in ideal MHD.
~ext ) in the torque balance
The role of the error field (B
model is contained entirely in the Cext term of Eq. (3) and
~ext is shown to exert no net torque over a cycle in /. In the
B
long-cylinder model, the error field is resonant with the
mode as kz ¼ 0 for both. Experimentally, however, the cylinder is finite and bounded by highly conducting electrodes,
thus requiring at least two kz 6¼ 0 for the RWM, and more kz
in the presence of magnetic shear.38 Thus, the error field is
~ext
not obviously resonant in the experiment. Nonetheless, B
is observed to strongly affect mode-locking phenomenology
and alter the locking frequency xlock as discussed in Sec. III
B. It is speculated that either the resonance condition is
relaxed by the strong dissipation everywhere in the plasma
or some kz are sufficiently small that they are effectively res~ext has also
~ext . The relationship between B~ and B
onant with B
been neglected in this model. This in contrast to the treat~ext is responsible for driven
ment of tearing modes, where B
~ However, for the experireconnection which introduces B.
mental geometry, it is not evident that B~ would be affected
~ext , thus justifying their independence in the model.
by B
Each observation of mode-locking in this study has
yielded a measurement of Ares . An equation to solve for the
locking bifurcation point {xlock ; X0;lock } is readily obtained as
bifurcation occurs where the discriminant of Eq. (3), written
as a polynomial in x, vanishes. In the aforementioned discharges, CEM ; Cext , and xlock are experimentally measured by
the flux-loop array, giving a unique prediction for Ares . For the
discharges of this study, measured values of AEM ; Aext and calculated values of Ares are shown in Table I. Despite the wide
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TABLE I. Measured values of AEM ; Aext and calculated values of Ares from
the discharges of this study. Errors are estimated from the deviations
between and within discharges.
Description

hAres i  106

hAEM i  102

hAext i  103

m ¼ 0 fields (Fig. 6)
m ¼ 1 fields (Fig. 7)
Sensitivity (Fig. 8)
Unlocking (Fig. 10)
Co-x (Fig. 11)
Counter-x (Fig. 12)

0:460:2
1:660:7
0:560:1
1:160:5
0:960:5
0:360:1

0:560:2
1:960:7
1:060:3
2:560:5
0:660:2
1:360:5

0:260:1
1–4
1:060:3
0:760:2
0:760:2
1:460:4

range of discharges used in each comparison, Ares  Oð106 Þ
for all cases. This is smaller than the Oð105 Þ estimate of
Sec. II C. This level of disagreement is acceptable as several
approximations were used to arrive at Eq. (10), specifically
the simplification of the rotation profile of Fig. 3(b) to simple
rigid-rotation and the neglect of other terms in the radial
Ohm’s law. Furthermore, though a possible mechanism has
been identified for the restoring torque in Sec. II C, other
mechanisms could be occurring in conjunction. Torques from
neutral collisions,40 direct losses,41 turbulent stresses,42 or
other anomalous torques can generally be lumped into the
parametric form of Ares ðX0  xÞ as long as they are linear in
x and, thus, would alter the prediction of Cres .
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